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Abstract
The paper presents the theoretical framework for the development of a new solvent boundary method for
computer simulations and its possible application to the simulation of nitric oxide synthase. Different approaches
for the construction of a solvent boundary potential are reviewed and their strengths and weaknesses are
discussed. A new solvent boundary potential is proposed which combines the mean field force approximation
with the Green’s function approach for treating long–range electrostatic interactions, and introduces a novel
strategy to treat electrostriction effects due to ions crossing the solvent boundary. Finally, a series of
computational tests are devised in order to assess the validity and efficiency of the new solvent boundary
potential.
Keywords. Solvent boundary potential; molecular dynamics; mean field force approximation.
Abbreviations and notations
SBP, solvent boundary potential
PBC, periodic boundary conditions
MFFA, mean field force approximation
GSBP, generalized solvent boundary potential
DSBC, dynamic surface boundary conditions
SCAAS, surface–constrained all–atom solvent
RFE, reaction field with exclusion

MFF, mean field force
QM/MM, quantum mechanical molecular mechanics
PMF, potential of the mean force
NOS, nitric oxide synthase
SBC, spherical boundary conditions
MD, molecular dynamics

1 INTRODUCTION
Today the study of the behavior and properties of condensed phase species by computer
simulation methods is common practice [1,2]. However, such an approach still needs many
computational resources because it requires the calculation of a detailed trajectory for a large
number of solvent molecules. A computer simulation must employ periodic boundary conditions
(PBC) in order to properly describe the long–range electrostatic interactions. In the case of
simulating heterogeneous systems, such as amorphous solids, clusters, macromolecules in solution,
and interfaces, PBC do not adequately describe the interactions because they have the tendency to
#
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impose a long–range order [2]. In addition, the solute can be very large and will require many
thousands of solvent molecules to ‘wrap’ it into a simulation box. Because these difficulties were
recognized in the early stages of the development of computer simulation methods, a solvent
boundary potential (SBP) was proposed as an alternative to PBC [3–10]. While the SBP has not yet
found its way into the mainstream of computer simulation algorithms which are currently
implemented in popular computer simulation programs based on force fields such as AMBER [11],
CHARMM [12], or GROMOS [13] there is definitely a revived interest in this new approach [8–
10].
Examples of early developments of a SBP approach can be found in the works of Stace and
Murrel [3], Northrup [14], Tenenbaum et. al. [15], Berkowitz and McCammon [4], and Brooks III
and Karplus [5]. For example, Stace and Murrell studied the recombination of radical atoms in gas
phase by using, as a model, a spherical box containing eight atoms [3], in which a uniform spherical
shell, containing the centers of Lennard–Jones particles, was placed at the boundary. The adiabatic
wall produces a radial force, which acts on the particles in the box. Few years later, Tenenbaum et
al. [15] developed a method for studying the dynamics of particles in thermal gradients using a hard
stochastic wall, which allows a particle to cross the simulation boundary and re–enter the box by
reflection off the wall with a random thermal velocity. In this approach, the interactions of the
particles in the simulation box with those outside were not included. Karplus and coworkers [5]
argued that the method could produce spurious effects due to the simplistic boundary.
At about the same time, Berkowitz and McCammon [4] developed a SBP with stochastic
boundaries in which the simulation box was decomposed into a static region of fixed particles and a
dynamic region in which particles are allowed to move. The dynamic region was further divided
into a core zone where the particles move according to Newtonian dynamics, and a buffer zone
(thermal sink/source) where the particles move according to Langevin dynamics. The particles in
the core zone interact with those in the static region and the entire system moves with the particle
positioned at the centre of the system. Berkowitz and McCammon’s method was further developed
by Brooks and Karplus [5] by introducing a soft stochastic boundary and the mean field force
approximation (MFFA). In MFFA, the interaction force between the particles in the core region and
those outside it is obtained by integrating over all contributions to the average force due to the
particles located outside the simulation box. However, the MFFA does not take into account the
long–range electrostatic interactions due to the polar character of some compounds. These long–
range interactions were included in the surface–constrained all–atom solvent (SCAAS) method
proposed by King and Warshel [6] and in the reaction field with exclusion (RFE) method of
Rullmann and van Duijnen [7].
More recently, Beglov and Roux [9] introduced a new SBP by separating the multidimensional
solvent–solute partition function into an inner part, that describes the solute and a few layers of
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solvent molecules, and an outer part. These authors showed that the SBP obtained by this separation
is in fact the solvation energy of the supramolecular ensemble composed of the solute and the
surrounding cluster of solvent molecules. This model differs from previous SBP models in that the
cavity of the solute–solvent cluster can fluctuate to accommodate changes in solvent density and
volume during dynamic simulation. In addition, the cavity wall is transparent to the inner
molecules, but prevents outer molecules from getting inside. The long–range electrostatic
interactions due to solvent polarization are treated using the reaction field method [16]. Im et al.
[10] further developed this SBP into a generalized solvent boundary potential (GSBP) which is
more appropriate for the investigation of the reaction regions in large enzymes. In another relatively
recent development Essex and Jorgensen [8] proposed an empirical boundary potential similar to
the dynamic surface boundary conditions method (DSBC) proposed by Juffer and Berendsen [17].
Darden et al. [18] analyzed the effect of replacing the PBC (with Ewald summation) with
spherical boundary conditions (SBC, with the Born equation) on the solvation free energy of ions in
water. For SBC they employed the SBP developed by Essex and Jorgensen [8] and introduced a
correction scheme to evaluate accurately the solvation free energy of a cluster of molecules by
using the Born equation. Their radial work function (essentially a reaction field potential) seems to
play the same role as the discontinuity in the electric field across the dielectric interface obtained
from the Poisson equation. Their method is useful for MD programs (e.g. AMBER), which use the
Born equation (instead of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation) to correct the long–range electrostatics
when cutoffs are used in simulations.

2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLVENT BOUNDARY POTENTIAL
This paper describes the theoretical framework of a SBP that can be used in molecular dynamic
simulations of systems composed of large enzymes with a small number of solvent molecules
localized around a reaction site or a region of interest (e.g. in folding studies). The new SBP
combines the stochastic buffer approach of Berkowitz and McCammon [4], with the MFFA of
Brooks and Karplus [5], and the reaction field method with some additional ideas (e.g. Green’s
function decomposition method) from the work of Im et al. [10]. The details of this new SBP are
presented in the next section. The implementation of this methodology into GROMACS molecular
dynamics simulation package is still a work in progress.

2.1 The Deformable Boundary and the MFFA
Following earlier ideas from Stace and Murrell [3] and Berkowitz and McCammon [4], Brooks
and Karplus [5] divided the system into simulation and boundary regions. The simulation region
was further subdivided into reaction and stochastic buffer zones. They introduced a deformable
boundary force (the mean field force, MFF) by further assuming that part of the force acting on
181
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particles within the inner zone (reaction + buffer) arises from the average structure of the solvent in
the outer (boundary) region. Hence, this force, FB(r0) on a particle located at position r0, is obtained
by integrating the potential energy (U) gradient weighted by the probability Ug(r) of finding the
other particles at position r in the outer region:
FB r0

³

V v

dr

wU
Ug r
wr

(1)

The integral in Eq. (1) is performed on the outer region volume (V–v). The boundary force acting on
a particle decreases to zero as that particle in the inner region approaches the centre of the inner
zone. The term “deformable boundary” means that solvent molecules in the inner region are
allowed to cross the boundary to some extent, rather than being repelled by a hard–wall boundary as
in Stace and Murrell’s [3] method.
Brooks and Karplus [5] incorporated thermal and density fluctuations for the simulation zone [4]
by defining a buffer region where the molecules move according to Langevin dynamics. Thus, the
additional force on a particle, F+, located at position r0 (r0 = the distance from the centre of inner
region) depends on whether the particle is located in the inner region, (r0 < RB, RB = the radius of
the buffer), the stochastic buffer region (RB < r0 < R, R = the radius of the deformable boundary) or
beyond the boundary (r0 > R) in the outer region:
F

 FB r0 ,
r0 d R
°
®FB r0  Ev t  f t , RB  r0 d R
°F L r  Ev t  f t , R  r d R
¯ B 0
B
0

(2)

where –Ev(t) is a dissipative force (E = friction coefficient) and f(t) a random force. The random
force is a Gaussian white noise source with the properties:

° f(t) 0
®
°
¯ f(t)  f(0)

6k B TEG t

(3)

which obeys the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute
temperature, and G(t) the delta function.
When particles enter the outer region, the force on them is modified in such a way that is
repulsive (FBL). This ensures that the particles are softly pushed back into the inner region and the
average density of the solvent in the inner region remains constant during the simulation. To
accomplish this the force due to the solvent continuum is modified (FBL(r0)) according to the
approach suggested by Brooks and Karplus [5]. An alternative strategy will be the following:
instead of modifying the boundary force (as in Eq. 2), a ‘virtual’ molecule (ion) is created randomly
in the boundary region and pushed with random velocity in random direction into the buffer region.
This virtual particle becomes real, and the molecule (ion) that crosses into the boundary region is
‘annihilated’. The exchange free energy due to boundary crossing can be evaluated exactly as the
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difference in the ‘solvation’ free energy of the exchanged particles in the ‘buffer medium’ (i.e. sum
of cavity formation + particle–particle interaction). The dynamics obtained with these two strategies
will be compared during the validation of the new SBP. A side effect of the latter strategy is that ion
exchange through boundary enhances the effect of dielectric saturation and electrostriction [19–22],
but should make the dynamics more realistic. If successful, the new strategy for handling particle
exchange through the boundary will become an important methodological contribution to the
development of the new SBP.

2.2 The Separation of the Configurational Partition Function
Beglov and Roux [9] proposed a new method for performing molecular dynamics simulations
without PBC, in which the SBP is effectively identified with the solvation free energy (Gsol) of an
effective super–cluster composed of the solute and those solvent molecules treated explicitly, i.e.
located in the inner region:
Gsol

Gcav  Gvdw  Gelec

(4)

where Gcav is the work required to create an empty inner region, with Gvdw and Gelec being the free
energies resulting from charging the inner region molecules with van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions [23].
The starting point in obtaining the SBP is the splitting of the multiconfigurational partition
function, Z, into parts corresponding to inner and outer regions through a clever renumbering
scheme:
1
1
U / kB T
Z ³ d Xu ³ d 1 ...d n u
d n  1 ...d N e
(5)
N  n ! ³V v
n!

where the vector Xu contains the solute degrees of freedom, 1...n are the degrees of freedom of
solvent molecules in the inner region, n + 1...N are the degrees of freedom of solvent molecules in
the outer region, V and v are the volumes of the entire system and the inner region, respectively, U
is the potential energy of the system.
While the theoretical approach is sound, its implementation is not without difficulties as noted by
Beglov and Roux. Thus, in a simulation of a cluster of water molecules, Beglov and Roux [9] found
an ‘orientational bias’ of the water molecules in the vicinity of the hard–wall that wraps the inner
region (the boundary). While the hard–wall is ‘transparent’ for the molecules in the inner region, its
presence is still ‘felt’ by these molecules and this spurious effect is a drawback of Beglov and
Roux’s SBP, which is difficult to overcome (vide infra). The orientational effect may stem from the
fact that when a molecule gets more distant from the centre of the inner region empty shells are
added to the cavity and this increases the cavity formation free energy (a positive energy term in Eq.
4), which leads to ‘artificial’ desolvation. To correct for this artifact the authors introduced an
angular potential, that only partially removes the orientational bias [9].
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The definition of the SBP introduced by Beglov and Roux is straightforward and appealing from
a theoretical point of view, but the origin of its artifacts are not yet well understood. On the other
hand, the MFFA with the deformable stochastic boundary method of Brooks and Karplus [5]
provides an alternative description of the SBP, because it was successful in emulating full MD
simulations. For this reason, the deformable stochastic boundary method was selected as the starting
point for the development of the new SBP presented in this paper. This method will be combined
with the method of Im et al. [10] for treating the electrostatic interactions (calculation and storage)
between the inner and outer region molecules. Some modifications of previous approaches will also
be described.

2.3 Green’s Function Decomposition Algorithm for Electrostatic Interactions
David and Field [24] were the first to suggest the idea of using a set of basis functions to
represent the electrostatic potential of a charge distribution U, together with an integral equation
approach for solving the Poisson equation for the electrostatic potential. They also used Gaussian
basis functions to spread atomic point charges on a finite region of space. Thus, instead of solving
the differential equation (the Poisson equation) in the electrostatic potential, these authors used a
variational approach by minimizing a free energy functional in the electrostatic potential. Their
work bears some similarities with the newly proposed method of Im et al. [10] for the definition of
a generalized solvent boundary potential (GSBP) for use in molecular dynamics simulations of very
large protein/solvent systems. But the two methodologies share only the idea of using basis
functions for describing point charges and a Green’s function approach for solving the Poisson
equation. Otherwise they are quite different both in scope and formal details. A brief description of
the Im et al. method will be given here because this approach seems suitable for an efficient
implementation of a non–PBC MD simulation algorithm.
Following previous developments introduced by Berkowitz and McCammon [4], Roux and
coworkers [9,10] also split the simulation system (biopolymer + solvent molecules) into inner and
outer regions. The inner region contains part of the biopolymer and those solvent molecules
involved in the dynamics, while the outer region contains the rest of biopolymer atoms and solvent
molecules, the latter in the form of a polarizable continuum. The key aspect of this method is the
splitting of the total electrostatic interaction in the system into static and dynamic components. The
static component includes contributions from the interaction between the point charges of
biopolymer atoms located in the outer region and the reaction field potential induced by these
charges into the polarizable continuum solvent. This component of the electrostatic interaction does
not depend on the dynamics in the inner region and thus is evaluated only once (at the beginning of
the simulation) and added as a constant term to the total electrostatic interaction energy. This
procedure should drastically reduce the simulation time for large proteins because the majority of
the protein atoms lay in the outer region. The dynamic component has two parts: the interaction
184
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between atomic point charges located inside the inner region and the inter–regional interaction
between inner– and outer–region atomic point charges. Both interactions depend on the
instantaneous positions of the solvent molecules and inner region biopolymer atoms during
simulation. The electrostatic interaction energy between outer and inner atomic point charges, Eio, is
evaluated using the electrostatic potential generated by the atomic point charges in the outer region
(i.e. those from protein atoms in the outside region):

E io

¦ qD I
D

o

rD

(6)

inner

where qDare the atomic point charges at rD, and Io is the electrostatic potential generated by the
solvent–screened atomic point charges located in the outer region. One of the novelties of this
method is that Io is calculated only once and stored on a three dimensional grid constructed in the
inner region for efficient evaluation of the electrostatic interaction energy during simulation.
A second novelty of this method is the separation of a static component of the interaction
between inner–region atomic point charges, by using a Green’s function decomposition technique
[10]. This can be done by representing the set of point charges inside the inner region as a charge
density U(r) using a set of normalized basis functions bm(r):

¦c

Ur

b r

(7)

m m

m

where the coefficients cm of the basis functions bm are given by:

¦S

cm

1
nm

Qn

(8)

n

with Snm being the elements of the overlap matrix and Qn the generalized multipole moments:
Snm
Qn

³ drb r b
¦ qD b rD
D
n

m

r

(9)

n

inner

The electrostatic interaction energy Eii due to the mutual interaction of inner–region charges
(written in terms of generalized electrical multipoles) is:
E ii

ª

¦ Q ««¦ S
m

mn

M ij

¬ ij

³ drdr' b

i

1
im

º
M ijS 1
Qn
jn »
»
¼

(10)

r G r,r' b j r'

where G(r,r’) is the Green’s function. The elements of matrix M are calculated only once and then
are stored and used to evaluate Eii during the simulation. This method, while effective in calculating
the electrostatic interaction, requires a spherical or rectangular inner box with a smooth dielectric
interface because in this way either spherical harmonics or Cartesian Legendre polynomials (which
are orthogonal) can be used as basis functions for the charge distributions and thus avoid the
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inversion of the overlap matrix in Eq. (8), a step which can be very expensive as the number of
basis functions increases with the size of the inner region and the need for an accurate
representation of the charge distribution in this region. The details of the calculation of the matrix
elements of M are given in Roux and coworkers’s paper about the development of GSBP [10].
Here one proposes a modification of the above algorithm that saves memory by eliminating the
three dimensional grid (used to solve and store the electrostatic potential due to the outer charges),
and increases the accuracy of calculating the electrostatic interaction between the inner– and outer–
region charges. The increase in accuracy is a result of obtaining a smooth function for the
electrostatic potential instead of using the discrete one with values on a grid, which also eliminates
the requirement of spreading the inner region charges on the three dimensional grid (as required by
the finite difference method [25]). In fact, the new approach uses the idea introduced by David and
Field [24] for solving the Poisson equation by means of an integral equation approach. Thus, the
basis functions bn(r) (introduced in Eq. (7)) representing charges in the inner region, are also used
to expand the electrostatic potential created by the outer region point charges, as follows:

Io r

¦d b

r

n n

(11)

n

David and Field showed that the electrostatic potential, I(r), that satisfies the Poisson equation:
  >H r  I r

@

4SU r



Hr
I r
8S

(12)

minimizes the following free energy functional:
G

ª

³ dr «¬U r I r

2

º
»
¼

(13)

where H(r) is the dielectric function. Eq. (13) defines the variational principle that can be used to
determine the variational coefficients dn in Eq. (11) such that the electrostatic potential Io is the
solution of the Poisson Eq. (12). The resultant matrix equation obtained by substituting Eq. (11) into
Eq. (13) is:
G

¦ d P  ¦¦ d d F
i i

i

i

i

j

ij

j

Pi

³ drU r b

Fij

³ dr 8S >b r @ >b

i

r

(14)

Hr

i

j

r

@

In this particular case the Poisson equation (Eq. 12) reduces to the Laplace equation because the
charges in the inner region are not considered for the calculation of Io, that is to say, the P vector
(Eq. 14) is zero. The value of the dielectric function H(r) is equal to one in the inner region. The
coefficients dn must be constrained such that the electrostatic potential follows the Laplace
equation:
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d
¦ d K ¦ 4S ³ dr  >H r b r @
i

i

i

i

i

0

(15)

i

The minimization of Eq. (14) under the constraints given in Eq. (15) leads to the following solution
for the expansion coefficients:
d



O
2

1

F K

(16)

where O is a Lagrange multiplier. The coefficients dn are determined once and used all over the
simulation. The required storage is of the order of the number of basis functions instead of n3 (n is
the number of grid points in one dimension). An alternative of this method is to calculate the
electrostatic potential on the grid as suggested by Roux and coworkers and subsequently fit the grid
value potentials to the basis functions. This requires the use of the three dimensional grid only at the
beginning of the simulation, and the memory can be reused later by re–allocation. The fitted
electrostatic potential may not be as accurate as the one obtained by the variational method. Both
variants require the inversion of a matrix and they should be equally computationally efficient, but
the fitting procedure still requires the electrostatic potential to be obtained from the Poisson
equation. This makes the first variant, that uses the integral equation approach, a better choice.

2.4 Inclusion of Polarizable Dipoles for Atoms Located in the Outer Region of
the Biopolymer
The next step in improving the description of the electrostatic interaction between the solvent–
screened atomic charges in the inner– and outer–regions is to add polarizable point dipoles on
atoms both in the inner– (if treated by molecular mechanics) and the outer–region. This will take
into account the polarization effects of the moving solvent molecules and protein atoms in the
inner–region, on the protein atoms in the outer–region. A method that implements polarizable
dipoles in hybrid quantum mechanical–molecular mechanical (QM/MM) force fields was described
by Bakowies and Thiel [26]. Their implementation will be used for the SBP proposed here.

2.5 Treatment of Dielectric Saturation and Electrostriction Effects
Dielectric saturation (the orientation of water dipoles around ions/polar molecules) and
electrostriction (increased water density around ions/polar molecules) largely compensate each
other energetically [20], but the electrostriction leads to a net change in volume when the ionic
concentration varies. This effect should be relatively small for the Brooks–Karplus strategy for
handling particle exchange across the boundary, because ions that cross the boundary are quickly
pushed back. Electrostriction may be important for the new strategy proposed here because in this
case the fluctuation of ionic concentration may have a larger periodicity. One way to avoid the
density fluctuation due to electrostriction is to shrink/expand the buffer region when ions cross the
boundary.
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The change in volume due to electrostriction (excess volume) can be calculated using the radial
distribution function (Eq. (20) in Ref. [20]) obtained from the compressibility model of ionic
solvation [20]. The position of the boundary after ion crossing is determined by calculating a new
radius for the spherical cavity (which defines the cavity of the inner + buffer region, Figure 1) in
such a way that the shell volume obtained by reducing/extending the cavity radius equals the
change in volume due to ion exchange (excess volume, Vex in Figure 1). This procedure will only
require the calculation of the surface area of that part of the cavity, which interfaces with the solvent
continuum (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The change in the inner/buffer region volume (Vex) due to interface crossing by ions.

It was shown by many researchers [19–22], that dielectric saturation and electrostriction effects
for ions solvated in a dielectric continuum are reasonably taken into account by the linear response
theory when the ionic radii are adjusted accordingly (Born theory). Incorporation of these effects
into the new SBP, may not be necessary, because in our methodology ions are annihilated (or
pushed back) when cross into continuum, and their contribution to the ionic strength of the
continuum is handled by the Debye–Hückel theory [27] as implemented in the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation method [25]. But, when the cavity is charged (due to charged amino acids and other ions),
then the dielectric saturation and electrostriction effects must be taken into account because the
radius which will compensate for these effects is not known. To account for the electrostriction
effect of the charged inner–buffer region on system energy, the pressure–dependent compressibility
model of ionic solvation, HINp developed by Ichiye and coworkers [20] will be implemented into the
new SBP.

3 TESTING THE SOLVENT BOUNDARY POTENTIAL
The new SBP will be implemented in GROMACS and its performance will be compared with
the SBP developed by Roux and coworkers [9,10]. A series of tests are proposed here for the
evaluation of the performance of the new SBP.
188
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3.1 The Solvation of One Water Molecule
MD simulations (using Newton’s equation of motion) of about 1 ns will be performed on spheres
containing 25, 50 then 100 water molecules. The SBP simulation results (i.e. the pair correlation
function for O–O and O–H intermolecular distances, the velocity autocorrelation function, self–
diffusion coefficient, normalized local density and temperature profiles) will be compared with full
MD of a box of 216 water molecules and with the results for the Langevin dynamics for solvating
one water molecule from the work of Beglov and Roux [9]. As noted by these authors, their
implementation of the SBP introduces an orientational bias of the water molecules near the
boundary (the hard wall, see Figure 4 in Ref. [9]). Beglov and Roux suggested that this artifact
results from the approximations made in the van der Waals ('Wvdw) and electrostatic components
('Welec) of the potential of the mean force (PMF) derived for the SBP. The orientational bias was
not noticed by Brooks and Karplus in their simulations using the SBP with a stochastic deformable
boundary [5]. The hard wall in Beglov and Roux’s SBP is not transparent and is actually acting on
the molecules located in the inner region which probably produces this orientational bias. The
approximations in 'Wvdw and 'Welec components of the PMF introduced by these authors may not
be responsible for this artifact, after all. It is very probable that the introduction of the stochastic
deformable boundary proposed by Brooks and Karplus [5] will remove the orienational bias. The
tests on the solvation of one water molecule will show how well the new SBP reproduces the
thermal and structural characteristics of the bulk water as compared with full simulations and if the
new SBP is successful in removing the orientational bias of the molecules near the solvent
boundary noticed by Beglov and Roux [9].

3.2 Solvation of Ions
In the second test, the structure of the solvent molecules around the solvated ions such as, Na+,
K+ or Ca2+ will be determined with the new SBP method for spheres of 25, 50 and 100 water
molecules, and the ion–water oxygen pair correlation function will be compared with the full MD
simulations and the results obtained by Beglov and Roux. (see Figure 7 in Ref. [9]) The solvation
free energy will be calculated using standard free energy perturbation techniques [28,29]. We will
follow the same protocol as Beglov and Roux for calculating the cavity formation energy (scaling
Lennard–Jones parameter V) and interaction energy (scaling the Lennard–Jones parameter H and the
partial atomic charges). The results will be compared with the experimental solvation free energies
for these ions. The Lennard–Jonnes parameters for Na+ and K+ as given by Beglov and Roux (see
Table 1 in Ref. [9]) will be used as a first guess but will eventually be adjusted to reproduce
experimental solvation free energies.

3.3 The PMF for n–Butane
In a third test, the potential of the mean force (PMF) for different values of the C–C–C–C
dihedral angle in n–butane will be calculated using the new SBP method, the full MD simulation
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results will be compared with those obtained by Beglov and Roux [9]. The aim of this test is to see
if the new SBP correctly indicates that the cis conformer is 0.45 kcal/mol more stable than the trans
conformer in solution. The PMF will be calculated for systems containing 25 and 100 water
molecules. Beglov and Roux results suggest that the conformational barrier is reproduced well even
with only 25 water molecules (see Figure 8 in Ref. [9]).

3.4 MD Simulation of Angiotensin II
The octapeptide angiotensin II (AngII: NRVYVHPF), is a key hormone in the regulation of
blood pressure and in salt and water homeostatis [30]. Its role is regulated by AT1 and AT2
receptors (members of the G–protein–coupled superfamily) [31]. This peptide and an analogue
(NRCYCHPF has a disulfide–bridge) [32] were chosen to test whether the inclusion of polarizable
dipoles for atoms in the inner + buffer region will affect the dynamics (change in conformation) of
this peptide in water. The bioactive conformation of AngII is U–shaped [31,32].

3.5 MD Simulation of Myoglobin
Oxymyoglobin (PDB: 1A6M) was selected to test whether the inclusion of polarizable dipoles
for protein atoms located in the boundary changes significantly the dynamics of the O2–bound heme
and His64 (known to assist in O2 binding) [33] This test is particularly useful for further
investigating NOS, which is a heme protein, too. Spherical inner+buffer regions of 15, 20, and 30 Å
will be created around Fe. Polarizable dipoles will be placed on protein atoms located in a 5 Å shell
around the buffer region. 1 ns MD simulations will be carried out for each region size. The distance
between O2 and His64 will be monitored during the trajectory and the results will be compared with
the full MD simulation

3.6 MD Simulation of Nitric Oxide Synthase
The ultimate goal of the development of this new SBP is to use it to perform simulations of
enzymes that have hundred of thousands of atoms. One of these applications will be to perform
simulations on the nitric oxide synthase (NOS) in water and to use simulation snapshots in the
investigation of NO synthesis reaction mechanism.
The biochemical reactivity of nitric oxide (NO) is very complex and has many implications in
cell life, which makes NO one of the most experimentally studied molecules in biomedical sciences
[34]. NO released from stimulated endothelial cells causes vascular–muscle relaxation and inhibits
platelet aggregation via activation of guanylate cyclase. NO is also produced in response to
inflammatory processes and can inhibit DNA synthesis and the metabolism of cancer cells by
interfering with essential iron–sulfur–containing mitochondrial enzymes [35]. NO can also have
damaging effects [36]. For example, excessive NO synthesis induced in blood vessels leads to
vascular leakage and dramatic drop in blood pressure. Inappropriate inflammatory response leads to
tissue damage, and in stroke NO may contribute to brain damage (Alzheimer and Parkinson
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diseases [37]). Thus, the understanding of the chemistry of NO, the mechanism of NO synthesis and
the reaction of NO with different molecular targets in living cell, is an essential step toward
controlling its activity. NOS enzymes are heme (iron–porphyrin) proteins that resemble P450 protein
[38]. NOS uses 3 electrons acquired from the reductase domain (NADPH – the reduced form of
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate) and oxidize arginine to citrulline and NO in two
reaction steps: (1) arginine to N–hydroxyarginine (NHA) and (2) NHA to citrulline [39]. These
enzymes are expressed in endothelium cells, macrophages in neurons, among others. There are
three isotypes of NOS enzymes, nNOS, eNOS and iNOS [40]. All of them seem to use the same
mechanism for the synthesis of NO.
The X–ray crystal structure of the complex of arginine, N–hydroxyarginine, and citrulline with
the oxygenase domain of eNOS (endothelium NOS) obtained at 1.9 Å by Raman et. al. [41] (the
protein data bank ID–1NSE) will be used as starting structures for the simulation. MD simulations
of 1 ns will be performed with the new SBP method on three complexes of the enzyme oxygenase
domain with arginine, N–hydroxyarginine, and citrulline. Snapshots (at 5 ps intervals) from the
trajectory will be taken. These snapshots will be further classified into clusters with similar
geometries. The similarity between two configurations is measured by the root mean square
difference between the internal coordinates of those configurations. Energetically weighted
statistical average representations will be selected for each cluster. These representatives will be
used later as starting points for exploring the potential energy surface (PES) through QM/MM
calculations. The crystal structures for the oxygenase part of NOS enzyme (from endothelium
eNOS) with and without the H4B cofactor published by Raman et al. (at 1.9 Å resolution [41]) will
be used. The oxygenase part (in dimer form) is divided into an inner part that contains the active
site and a 10 Å layer of residues plus the backbone that surrounds the active site (that includes the
heme cofactor), the substrate (arginine), the oxygen molecule, surrounding water molecules and the
H4B cofactor. The outer–region contains the rest of the protein atoms that are used only in the first
stage to calculate the electric field that acts on the inner region. The outer–region also contains the
continuum solvent.
A modification of GROMACS program is necessary in order to include the long–range
electrostatics using a dielectric continuum description of the solvent and the contribution from the
outer–protein atoms. First, hydrogen atoms are added to the crystal structure of the protein, and a
constrained–minimization is performed to relax the protein and remove the imperfections in the
crystal structure, or bad contacts introduced by adding the hydrogen atoms. Next the protein is
divided into inner– and outer–regions. The inner–region is centered on the heme group. A new
minimization is performed to relax the newly inserted water molecules, and after that the system
will be equilibrated for around 100 ps (the time for equilibration will be investigated). The time
necessary for a simulation will be investigated. MD snapshots will be clustered and analyzed, and
representative configurations will be selected for the QM/MM calculations.
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According to the two–step mechanism for arginine oxidation [42] twelve starting structures will
be defined and used for MD simulation. These input structures are: 1 Free enzyme (without
tetrahydrobiopterin cofactor, H4B), 2 Enzyme with H4B bound, 3 Enzyme (Fe3+) with arginine and
H4B bound, 4 Enzyme (Fe2+) with O2, arginine and H4B bound, 5 Enzyme (Fe3+–O–O–) with
arginine and H4B bound, 6 Enzyme (FeO)3+ with arginine and H4B bound, 7 Enzyme (Fe3+) with
NHA and H4B bound, 8 Enzyme (Fe3+–O–O–) with NHA and H4B bound, 9 Enzyme–intermediate
1, 10 Enzyme–intermediate 2, 11 Enzyme–intermediate 3, 12 Enzyme (Fe3+) with citrulline, NO
and H4B bound.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new solvent boundary potential for use in the computer simulations of
very large systems. The new SBP distinguishes from previous methodologies by combining the
MFFA with the Green’s function approach for treating short– and long–range interactions. In
addition, the new SBP introduces a new strategy for dealing with electrostriction effects due to ion
crossing of the solvent boundary, and proposes a new technique based on the integral equation
approach for solving for the electrostatic potential due to atoms positioned outside the simulation
box, and due to solvent continuum. One of the strength of the SBP is the fact that it does not
produce spurious artifacts (as PBC) and thus can be applied to inhomogeneous systems as
membranes and composite materials. While the implementation of a SBP is more laborious than the
PBC, the calculations with SBP should be much faster because of the drastic reduction in the
number of particles taken into account in calculation. The use of SBP in the computer simulation of
very large systems (of hundred of thousands of atoms) is probably the only method of choice
nowadays, thus new and more efficient algorithms are required to make the SBP a computational
efficient methodology. Work in this direction is in progress in our group.
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